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1. Mandatory introduction
It’s only 4 slides, don’t worry



Hi.
First of all, thank you for taking the time to read this. 

Perhaps I sent this to you directly, or maybe someone else forwarded it to you. 
What really matters is that you are reading it.

What I want to achieve here is three things:

1. Not lose your time (i.e. you being able to make a judgment call rather quickly)
2. Show my work, and how I work (also rather quickly)

3. Have you know me a bit



I’m Junior.
I’m an overall creative with a passion for strategy and design.

I was born and raised in Venezuela, then I went to school in Barcelona, and now I’m based in Dubai. In a non-skill sense, I’m intensely curious 
about creativity…

…Actually, you can read a (slightly) longer version of this whole spiel on my site, but I’m not going to link it just now, as
it will likely digress too much.

You’re already a few slides in and you don’t really know anything about how I work (yet).

*Junior is my actual, legal, real name (my parents gave me a branding challenge from day one)

*



How I tackle a brief
Basically – I try to work backwards to the ‘why’.

Before I even start building a creative brief or a response deck, I have to, at the very least in my head, crack the 
‘why’ in some way, as that will inform the rest of the creative process.

Why is the client asking for this? This, specifically. Is it the right thing to do for their brand? Will people care? And 
if they do, will it be for the right reasons? Is this a knee-jerk reaction to a trend? Will it seem completely out of touch in 6 months? Is it worth 
the risk? Who is the client really doing this for? Is it to impress their boss? Do they genuinely care about the end consumer?...

…OK, maybe the above is a stretch. We obviously can’t know everything about a brief. But I try to gather as 
much useful information as possible that will help me and the team have a competitive edge, and do 
something that’s not only the groundwork, but different.



Processionally speaking
It usually goes something like this (highly dependent on the project type and ask, though):

1. Research. Deep diving. Bookmarking. A road map of the knowns and unknowns

2. Define. Answer some of our own questions. Leaps are done here

3. Experiment. Dilute the problem. Develop an insight that gets closer to a solution (Eureka moment, ideally)

4. Communicate. To the team, to the client, and ultimately to the audiences and end users

That’s it, in a nutshell. Inside of each step that are multiple steps, that depending on the ask, client and context, 
will be more or less developed. And like the scientific method or the design thinking process, it’s possible this 
will need some looping into itself at some point.



2. Case studies
Confidential



Case Study #1

Brief: Celebrate Batman’s 80th
Anniversary

Problem: nobody in the region 
cares, really, except for 
superfans

Opportunity: use Warner Bros. 
World AUH and Comic Con NY 
as platforms to drive 
worldwide traffic to the park

This is a reduced version of the creative 
brief, shortened for dramatic purposes.

Selected slides from a full creative proposal.



Case Study #2

Brief: Create a FanZone
dedicated to LaLiga for the 
upcoming AFC Cup

Problem: LaLiga is not top of 
mind as a football league for 
audiences in Dubai, beyond 
Madrid and Barça

Opportunity: showcase the 
richness and uniqueness of 
LaLiga – unparalleled players, 
diehard fans and the best 
teams – convince audiences 
this is the best league in the 
world

Selected slides from a full creative proposal.

This is a reduced version of the creative 
brief, shortened for dramatic purposes.



Case Study #3

Brief: Showcase Instagram’s 
products as a storytelling 
vehicle to the Dubai Lynx 
audience

Problem: People are likely 
getting tired of marcomms 
tools, and it’s a lot of effort to 
get them onboard with a new 
one

Opportunity: Utilise the House 
of Instagram brand as a fresh 
start, engaging attendees in 
unexpected ways

Selected slides from a full creative proposal.

This is a reduced version of the creative 
brief, shortened for dramatic purposes.



Case Study #4

Brief: Create an amazing 
experience for attendees of 
GITEX that visit the Misk
Innovation space

Problem: Likely, nobody in 
attendance knows what Misk
Innovation is, what it stands 
for or what they do

Opportunity: Misk Innovation 
has the eyes of the world to 
show everyone what they are 
about, and start solidifying in 
the innovation sphere as a 
serious player

Selected slides from a full creative proposal.

This is a reduced version of the creative 
brief, shortened for dramatic purposes.



Case Study #5

Brief: Celebrate 300 Saudi 
women getting their driving 
licenses, and becoming Uber 
partners

Problem: There’s a lot of 
conflicting feelings regarding 
pride and modesty, and 
striking a respectful and 
engaging balance is quite 
complicated

Opportunity: Uber can position 
itself as a first-adopter and 
first-’empowerer’ of the KSA 
across multiple demos, 
including working-age women

Selected slides from a full creative proposal.

This is a reduced version of the creative 
brief, shortened for dramatic purposes.



3. Other relevant info
Almost done!



Wrapping up
I hope the above has shown you a bit about how I operate. 

My goal is to convey what I do and how I do it, and in a broad sense fill out 
potential gaps regarding capabilities and skills you may have.

The next couples of slides should help wrap up this deck nicely.



Strategy Creative Strategy Destination Strategy Copywriting

Content Writing UX Design Service Design Editorial Design

Scripting Ideation Brand Development
Storytelling 

& Storyboarding

In a purely-skill sense:

Also important:
• MS Office (PPT, Word and Excel)
• Adobe CC (Illustrator, Photoshop and InDesign)



Clients I’ve worked with:



Contacting me
If any of the above seems of interest to you, do contact me at contact@juniorgonzalez.es, 
on LinkedIn or at +971 56 815 15 16

Also – (here’s the payoff from page 4) you can find out more about me on my site.

And in case you want to read more about what I’ve done, see my CV here.

Thank you once more for your time and interest.

Junior.

mailto:contact@juniorgonzalez.es
https://www.linkedin.com/in/junior-gonz%C3%A1lez/
https://juniorgonzalez.squarespace.com/
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/559e25cce4b0d3c1b30dde27/t/62de6f12e6e94c7ff2bfec35/1658744594941/Junior+Gonzalez_CV_2022.pdf

